
Approaching the Laager site on Saturday I had no idea what lay 

ahead other than a well laid trail from Quartermaster and family 

but I was pleasantly surprised to find a gaggle of colourful charac-

ters emerging from a minibus and mingling with our regular mob, 

these turned out to be part of the delegation from the Philippine 

Hash kennels here to celebrate the birthday bash of Wild Wolf. 
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With the crowd growing toward the half 
century mark which included a handful of 
energetic young French athletes brought 
along by Dog’s Bollocks, and the clock 
ticking down to 16.00 hrs the Hares took 
to the centre to impart the gen on what 
lay in wait, because of an angry farm-
er we were reduced from 7 to 5 checks 
and with all the other piffel explained the 
pack headed out to do their combined 
worst.

The terrain round Maenam 5 is fairly conducive 
to our type of trails and the result was that in 
fairly short order we had checked a couple of 
times and hit the Split sending the Shufflers on 
a sufficiently short trip back to base while the 
Rambos set out on what was to turn out to be 
a long, long loop taking in the only slopes in the 
area and eventually spitting them out at the 
camp where they set about savaging the Piss 
Truck stock and the two huge boxes of donuts 
tempting us.

An appropriate slurping period passed before 
the Circle was called to disorder and the opin-
ions sought as to the merits of the Hash and with 
only a smidgin of negativity the result was yet 
another success for the QMs squad.



R.A. Tubby called the Virgins front and cen-
tre followed by the Squealers who ratted on 
the few folk who had put a foot or two wrong 
and we quickly welcomed some returners in-
cluding Basil, who left Sybil at home nursing a 
hangover of Biblical proportions, and Pretty 
Polly.

Bin Runnin celebrated her …… birthday and 
the visitors were processed in 2 batches with 
the Wild Wolf mob first followed by the Frogs 
and Peter from Jo’burg.

Goldfinger and Peter made a double ap-
pearance, one for their crashing abilities, 
which went to Goldfinger and the other 
for shiny slippers to be slurped from.

W.W. presented some lovely condoms to 
our committee and in return we eventually 
squeezed him into one of our magnificent 
KSH3 shirts. Glad I Ate Her narrowly missed 
having her bootie cooled for sitting during 
the Circle but justice was seen to be done 
later when she plummeted through her 
seat to contact the earth, see photo, Once 
again Tangerine Man will have something 
special for us next Saturday down Laem 
Sor way, should be good.

Circle closed with an invitation from Tooty Frooty to tuck into some lovely smoked pork, Ab 
Fab.
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